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Introduction
Directional fluxes of energy and information occur in the highly fluctuating environment characteristic of biological nanostructures. This is the case of the ion channels in cell membranes, the protein aqueous pores which allow the transmission and processing of noisy electrical signals. 1 The coexistence of net currents and noise is also significant for developing applications at the nanoscale where fluctuations are usually regarded as a nuisance, not as an opportunity. While the correlation between fluctuations and the state of a system cannot give net currents from equilibrium random fluctuations, this is not the case of non-equilibrium external fluctuations which are uncorrelated to the system state. 2 It is of wide interest to demonstrate experimental methods allowing the conversion of randomly fluctuating external signals into directional average responses using nanostructures. Previous studies by Siwy 3 and us 2 have considered the conversion of zero time-average electrical signals into net currents using artificial nanopores. With respect to our previous work, 2 the following significant differences should be emphasized: i) we study here a biological nanoscale system: the Outer membrane porin F (OmpF) protein, a bacterial ion channel of Escherichia coli, instead of an artificial polymeric conical nanopore; ii) the single protein is inserted in the lipid bilayer characteristic of cell membranes 1, 4 and we use different experimental techniques and equipment because ion channel net currents (pA) are much lower than nanopore currents (nA); iii) the dimensions of the OmpF protein are of the order of a few nm in radii and length while those of the synthetic conical nanopores used in previous experiments are of the order of ten nm (pore tip), hundreds of nm (pore base) and ten m (length); iv) we demonstrate that ion channels can be coupled efficiently with conventional circuit elements, yielding bio-electronic schemes that work in a reproducible and predictable way, which could be exploited in the design of signal averaging and energy transduction schemes using nanopore-based ionic circuits; 5-13 v) the synthetic nanopores used in our previous experiments 2 operate in the range of 1 -3 V, while the OmpF protein used here show similar current rectifications in the range of 100 -150 mV, thus decreasing the noise voltages needed to charge the capacitor in one order of magnitude; and, finally, vi) we show that low frequency zero time-average electromagnetic fields could produce noticeable accumulative effects in single ion channels. Note also that single protein experiments could permit to quantify the signal averaging of fluctuating fields at a more fundamental level than the traditional cell and tissue scales, 14 which involve ensembles of many ion channels operating simultaneously. Ion channel selectivity and electric fieldsensing are crucial to bioelectrical activity. 15, 16 Oscillating electrical signals are also observed along the cell cycle 17 and in intercellular communication. [18] [19] [20] The bioelectrical characteristics of commercially available protein ion channels and toxin pore-formers can be used in bio-electronic interfaces and ionic nanodevices; [4] [5] [6] [7] 17 in particular, asymmetric channels allow different electrical rectification phenomena. The oscillatin mplitude V 0 a n Fig. 1b From the recorded experimental data, the above energy ratio is of the order of 1%. By assuming that the channel is a potential dependent resistor connected in series with the capacitor, the charging process can be simulated. When the circuit is fed with an oscillating potential of amplitude V 0 , the charging process is described by the equation
We fix a constant time step t for the potential V in (t) to take random values distributed between V 0 and +V 0 and introduce the initial condition V C (t = 0) = 0. The capacitor voltage is then updated as V C → V C + I(V)t/C, where I(V) is read from the measured IV curve in Fig. 1b , to obtain the final maximum voltage V C (∞). The discharging process can be simulated by introducing V in (t) = 0 in the numerical algorithm. The theoretical simulations of Figs. 4a and 4b are parametric in the noise amplitude and capacitance. The model results can describe the observed behavior, giving further support to the experimental charging process. bilayer is able to convert zero time-average signals into directional currents which allow charging a conventional electronic element. These results must not be extrapolated to the single cell case because of the increased complexity involved in this change of scale and the multitude of ion channels present in the biological membrane. 1 However, the present experimental approach should have wide interest: the protein ion channels constitute the building blocks of the cell membrane electrical network and are also involved in the design of ionic circuits for bio-electronic interfaces and nanofluidic sensors. While external amplitudes of tens of millivolts may be larger than those likely to arise from most environmental sources, they are typical of the electrical signals found in the cell cycle 16 and intercellular communication, 17 bio-nanoelectronic interfaces, 24 bioinspired sensing nanochannels, 5, 6, 25 and bio-electrochemical cells. 26 Note also that the artificial nanostructures should be effectively coupled to conventional electronic elements such as capacitors to achieve full functionality and short-time responses.
Conclusions
Oscillating fields and membrane potentials are of interest to biophysical processes based on protein ion channels. [16] [17] [18] A protein pore with an asymmetric charge distribution constitutes a soft matter nanostructure which can mimic the electrical characteristics of macroscopic solid-state diodes. 27 By rectifying randomly fluctuating signals of amplitudes in the range of tens of millivolts, this biological pore permits to charge a commercial capacitor to significant voltages within minutes. The protein channel is inserted in the lipid bilayer characteristic of cell membranes and operates in aqueous salt solutions. 1, 17 The described experimental approach suggest new methods to quantify the signal averaging of low frequency oscillating signals at a more fundamental level than the traditional cell and tissue scales. 14 There are different, commercially available ion channel and toxin pore-formers (e.g. gramicidin A and alpha-hemolysin).
The results show an efficient coupling between these biological nanostructures and conventional capacitors. This coupling can be of interest for the design of signal averaging and energy transduction schemes using bio-electronic interfaces and nanopore-based ionic circuits where miniaturization leads to novel properties. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] Also, the significant charging effects observed suggest that noisy zeroaverage signals could produce noticeable accumulative results in highly rectifying ion channels. 
